
Players partner up and skate around in a zone passing to teammate.
Coaches can add rules (forehand, backhand, sauce, one-touch, must
pass off boards etc.). Alternate (30 seconds each) between partner
passing skating and other options listed below:

Stationary passing: forehand, backhand, sauce passes, one-

touch, bullet passes, deceptive passes

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=K2yxMpe3rjg&feature=youtu.be).

Puck protection, example 1- with touching or without touching

the puck (emphasize small area, not skate around the rink!)

Puck exposure example 2- player   skates at  (who is

playing Dummy Defence) and makes a move to go around

defender. Turn around and go back the other way. Great

opportunity to be creative and try dif�cult moves (under stick,

through legs, spin-o-rama, toe-drag, etc.)

Strong stick- one player in hockey stance other player trying to

lift/move their stick

Tug-of-war- players share sticks (one hand with each) and try to

pull each other their direction

Push-of-war- players use one stick (two hands each) and try to

push each other the opposite direction

 

Key Points

Heads up passing. During skating very important to

communicate and give a target for passer

Don't turn back on puck- pivot opening up to puck and always

being an option. 

HCF 10U Week 15- PP

Theme- Odd man situations, PP. Gain possession of puck, good movement, attack the net.

Free play 3 mins

Partner Passing Warmup 5 mins
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 starts drill in athletic stance at top of crease, and on whistle,

T-Pushes to face the 

 takes a low shot, and   drops to a full butter�y, directing

puck into the corner

After shot,   stands up and T-Pushes to post, where they cover

the goaline

On second whistle,   T-Pushes to face   and repeats

butter�y save

PROGRESSION: coach moves to different part of zone, or add

in a second player to make a pass before shot.

Key Points

Track puck the whole way

Strong T-Pushes to and from the post

See website for multiple puck control drills to conduct: Such as- inside
edges, outside edges, tight turns, mohawks, pivots facing 1 direction,
inside out pivots.
Include puck once skills are done and add: fakes and pull (left and
right), forehand only (skating forwards/backwards), expansion (long
reach), between legs, scooting 360
https://www.icehockeysystems.com/blog/coaching-tips/36-unique-
hockey-skills-can-be-practiced-simple-setup
 

X starts with a puck, take a stride and releases a wrist shot. Then they
skate to the net and gets a pass from the coach for a second shot. After
the second shot, X crashes the net, touching the post and backs out
into the high slot for another pass from the coach. X catches the pass
and takes a 3rd shot. 
Progressions:

Replace coach with players

Have player pivot after touching the post and skate backwards

to slot for 3rd shoot. 

Key Points

Proper shooting technique, especially follow through. With

proper follow through players momentum should take them to

the net for a rebound. 

Goaltending - Two-Shot Rebound Control 0 mins
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Finnish Skill Series 7 mins

3 shot unjam 7 mins



The "Pocket": A slang term used to denote an area on the ice most
times referring to the slot or the house. Getting open for a pass in the
“sweet” spot in the slot – between the hash marks. 
Version B

1 (facing boards) have to work the boards to �nd a passing

lane to   2

1 is playing  1 on the defensive side.

2 is getting in the OPEN pocket for a quick shot.

2 (Optional) to play  2 with the stick in passing lane and to

be in support if  1 makes it to the net.

This is a quick play with possible rebound. Get set up quickly so 

 can throw a puck back down boards for next chance. 5-8

reps before switching.

Version C

Make it a 3 vs 3.

Key Points

"Pocket" man moves around to �nd the area, far enough from

oposition high winger and too far for the netfront defence to go

to.

Corner forward looking over shoulder for "Pocket" man for a

quick, hard pass on the tape.

Divide players into groups of 3. Two players attempt to play keep away
from the other player in their group. If the puck is stolen a new player
becomes the odd man. Have multiple groups going at once to keep kids
busy/force heads up play.
Progressions:

Beginners can start as monkey in the middle so passer is

stationary and "monkey" can't force passer. Teammate must

move to get open for pass

Give players open range of drill area and monkey can force the

puck and a decision from the passer.

Con�ne the space (inside circles) to force quicker decisions

Add extra players (3v1, 3v2, 4v2 keepaway)

.

Key Points

Encourage kids to �nd the open passing lanes, and use the

boards when possible

Find the Pocket Man 7 mins
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2v1 Keep Away 7 mins

Add obstacles (soft dividers, nets) to 2v1 keep away to force kids
to move around more and identify the passing lanes



Games starts out with loose puck battle, whoever wins passes to their
next teammate in line to create 2v1 situation. Play 2v1 for about 15
seconds, then coach adds another player to even it up 2v2. Coach then
releases player from team that was defending the 2v1 to create a 3v2
offensively. After 15 seconds coach releases another play and they play
3v3 for another 15 seconds. Restart the next shift with a new 1v1
battle.

Key Points

Quick attacks, when on the PP players should force attack

taking advantage of the odd man situation

Communication. Coaches should silently release players so they

are forced to communicate with teammates when the PK is over,

when on the PP, when even.

Play in outnumbered formats, 2v1, 2v2, 3v2 change the format every
shift so players have to recognize situations and work to exploit
possible man advantage. Players should use puck protections skills,
creativity and deception to create offensive opportunties. 

Key Points

Read and react- if man advantage outnumber and win puck

possession, create passing options and �nd open ice.

3v2 game played inside the zone. Game starts with coach dumping in a
puck, 3 players from each team enter the zone, but one player from
each must go and stand still on the dot (thus making it a 2v2). Teams
activate their other player by completing a pass with them, making it a
3v2 situation. If/when possession changes and the short handed team
makes a pass to their teammate, the original extra player must return to
their dot and the team that was shorthanded now has a 3v2 advantage.
Progression: Teams must perform certain movement to add a player
(give and go, scissor move, drop pass, etc.)
3 on 2 Dot Jumper | Small Area Hockey Game
(icehockeysystems.com)
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/3-2-dot-
jumper>

Key Points

Compete and battle for loose pucks.

YOG 1v1, 2v1, 2v2, 3v2, 3v3 7 mins

Outnumbered Competition 7 mins

3v2 Dot Jumper 8 mins

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/3-2-dot-jumper

